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Abstract 
Background: Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) infection is one of the most devastating human pandemics 
in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) and this is the region most hit by pandemic. Adherence to Antiretroviral Therapy 
(ART remains challenging and varies between 27% and 80% compared to the required level of 95%. Lack of 
adherence is of one the major causes of treatment failures. Given the increase in the use of mobile phones in Africa, 
text messaging is seen as a potential strategy to improve medication adherence although there is little evidence to 
support this argument. The aim of this review is to evaluate the efficacy of text messaging interventions to improve 
adherence to antiretroviral treatment. 
Methods: The Effective Public Health Practice Project (APHPP) tool was used to ensure that included 
Randomized Controlled Trials (RCT) studies follow vigorous methodological standards including selection bias, 
study design, confounders, blinding, data collection methods, and withdrawal and dropout. Selected bibliographic 
databases MEDLINE, Web of Science, and CINAHL Plus were searched for relevant articles published in English 
and dated between 2005 and 2018. Six trials met the inclusion criteria as set out in the protocol. Due to the 
inconsistency and the likely observed heterogeneity, narrative synthesis of evidence was carried out. 
Results: The results from 2/3 of included studies provided evidence that text messages reminders improve 
adherence to antiretroviral treatment whereas 1/3 produced contradictory results. Nevertheless, weekly Short 
Messaging Service (SMS) reminders were more effective than daily (SMS) in achieving 95% self-reported 
adherence to antiretroviral treatment and in reducing the frequency of treatment interruptions. The results 
indicated that patients receiving text messages had their plasma HIV viral load suppressed, median CD4+ cell 
counts increased and were on 100% on time picking up monthly ART refills compared to the control. 
Conclusion: Included studies in this review provided evidence that simple SMS reminders were important in 
improving and sustaining optimal ART adherences. Text messaging is seen as potential strategy to improve 
medication adherence. Therefore, it should be included in health systems strategies to help improve sustainable 
development goals. The results suggest that preventing treatment failure can be achieved by SMS reminders in a 
resource limited setting. 
Keywords: adherence, text messaging, mobile phone, HIV, ART, SMS reminders  
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EPHPP: Effective Public Health Practice Project 
HIV: Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
LMIC: Low and Midddle Income Countries 
OR: Odds Ratio 
PICOS: Population Intervention Comparator Outcome Setting 
PRISMA: Preffered Reporting Item for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis Statement 
RCT: Randomized Controlled Trial 
RR: Relative Risk 
SMS: Short Messaging Service 
SSA: Sub-Saharan Africa 
UNAID: Joint United Programme on HIV/AIDS 
1. Introduction 
Communicable diseases (CD), including HIV/AIDS is the leading cause of death and disability in Sub- Saharan 
Africa (SSA) (Fox et al., 2016). HIV infection is one of the most devastating human pandemics in SSA and this is 
the region most hit by HIV/AIDS (Jacob et al., 2017). It’s home to 19.6 million people living with HIV (UNAIDS, 
2018). In 2017, 66% of patients with HIV were receiving Antiretroviral Therapy (ART) in SSA (UNAIDS, 2018) 
and this number is expected to increase in the coming years with increased treatment uptake. The advent of ART 
has saved millions of lives and transformed HIV infection into a treatable chronic disease (Jacob et al., 2017; Van 
der Kop et al., 2013). Nevertheless, adherence to ART remains challenging and varies between 27% and 80% 
compared to the required level of 95% (Jacob et al., 2017). Lack of adherence is of one the major causes of 
treatment failures (Devi et al., 2015; Kiwanuka et al., 2018; Linnemayr et al., 2017; Martin & Upvall, 2016). This 
has led to drug resistance, HIV disease progress, and increasing mortality (Kiwanuka et al., 2018; Linnemayr et al., 
2017). Ensuring strict adherence to ART regimens remains a formidable challenge in SSA (Martin & Upvall, 2016; 
Nachega et al., 2010; Van der Kop et al., 2013). Figure 1 shows the percentage of adults and children on ART in 
selected countries in SSA. 
 

 
Figure 1. Adults and Children on Antiretroviral Treatment, Source: UNAID data 2017 

 
There is no consensus about the best approach to improve ART adherence in SSA. Nevertheless, the effectiveness 
of medications depends on the patients’ adherence (Finitsis et al., 2014). Adherence measures could be self-report, 
pill count, and pharmacy pickups (Finitsis et al., 2014; Horvath et al., 2012). Horvath et al. (2012) stressed that 
ART could help People Living with HIV (PLHIV) to live longer and sluggish progression of the virus. However, in 
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the long run, their findings indicated that many PLHIV find it difficult to adhere to medications they have been 
prescribed. It is important to note that there many factors that affect adherence to ART including forgetting doses, 
being aware from home, changes in daily routines, lack of interest to take medications, alcohol use, and lack of 
clear information on medications (Kim et al., 2015). Research has shown that treatment adherence is one of the 
most important predictors of treatment effectiveness, viral suppression of HIV replication, ART drug resistance, 
and disease progression (Axelsson et al., 2015; Fox et al., 2016; Nachega et al., 2010). The text- messaging 
intervention is an emerging tool in managing people living with HIV to adhere to treatment. However, many 
studies diverge on the effectiveness of text messaging in improving adherence (Mbuagbaw et al., 2011). 
Digital Health Intervention (DHI) has grown exponentially in the past decade opening the possibility that internet 
and smart phone could improve ART adherence and viral load suppression for people living with HIV/AIDS 
(Chow et al., 2016; Kampmeijer et al., 2016). Such modalities as telemedicine, web-based strategies, emails, 
mobile phones, mobile applications, and text messaging can help the overburdened health care facility and 
providing an often less costly alternative in the community to scale-up the uptake of ART. However, there is a lack 
of evidence on the benefit of DHI in the area of ART adherence. Significant challenges include the large numbers 
of people on ART who face economic constraints to sustained treatment access (Déglise et al., 2012; Nachega et al., 
2010). On the other hand, the mobile phone network has spread rapidly throughout SSA and communications 
through text messages has become extremely popular. Therefore, mobile phone text-messaging has the potential to 
enhance patient adherence to ART regimens (Horvath et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2015; Kiwanuka et al., 2018). 
Text messaging interventions have been proposed as a potential strategy to support ART adherence. This is 
because many resource-limited settings like SSA have well developed cellular telecommunication networks and 
mobile phone ownership has grown dramatically (Devi et al., 2015). Given the increase in the use of phones in 
SSA, text messaging is seen as a potential strategy to improve medication adherence among people living with 
HIV although there is little evidence to support this argument. A scooping review was carried out to identify trials 
that focussed on effectiveness of text messaging intervention to improve adherence to ART and found three 
reviews conducted in Africa (Aranda-Jan et al., 2014; Linde et al., 2019; Smith et al., 2015). However, the current 
review focused on reviewing the evidence on the effectiveness of text messaging to improve adherence to ART 
treatment in SSA. Furthermore, to explore the effectiveness of telephone interventions on adherence outcomes 
including self-reported adherence, viral load suppression, pharmacy refill, and CD4 cells count. 
2. Method 
The review was designed to comply with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 
Meta-Analysis Statement (PRISMA) including procedures of search, screening and eligibility of the articles, 
quality assessment, data extraction, synthesis, and analysis. The criteria for including studies followed the PICOS 
format: Population, Intervention, Comparator, Outcome, and Setting (PICOS) criteria. Furthermore, a clearly 
defined protocol was developed to ensure that the study was replicable elsewhere. 
2.1 Search Strategy 
Potential studies were identified through a range of methods, including extensive search of electronic databases. 
Selected bibliographic databases MEDLINE, Web of Science, CINAHL Plus with full text, Cochrane Library 
(Wiley) and Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) were searched for relevant articles 
published in English and dated between 2005 and 2018. Some key terms were developed in the context of review 
of the inclusion criteria. A summary of search terms used is given below. 
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Table 1. Search Terms 

Population HIV patients 
on ART 

S1 

(“HIV infections” OR HIV OR HIV-1* OR HIV infect*OR “human immunodeficiency 
virus” OR ART OR “antiretroviral treatment” OR “antiretroviral therapy” OR 
“antiretroviral drugs” OR “human immun*”) AND (AIDS OR “acquired immune 
deficiency syndrome” OR “acquired immune- deficiency syndrome” OR HIV/AIDS OR 
“sexually transmitted diseases”) 

Intervention Mobile phone S2 “Text message” OR message* OR SMS OR “mobile phones” OR “cellular phone”, OR 
text* 

Outcome Adherence S3 “Medication adherence” OR adherence OR compliance OR conform* OR keep*OR 
observe* OR, abide* 

Setting Sub-Saharan 
Africa 

S4 

“Sub-Saharan Africa” OR SSA OR “Sub Saharan Africa” OR Africa OR “Africa South of 
Sahara” OR “Low and Middle Income countries” OR LMIC OR “less developed countries” 
OR “developing countries” OR “East Africa” OR “West Africa” OR “Southern Africa” OR 
“Central Africa” OR Benin OR Burkina Faso OR “South Africa” OR Seychelles OR 
Namibia OR Mauritius OR Gabon OR Botswana OR Angola OR Zambia OR Nigeria OR 
Swaziland OR Mauritania OR Sudan OR Lesotho OR Senegal OR Ghana OR Cote d’Ivoire 
OR Congo OR Cameroon OR Zimbabwe OR Uganda OR Togo OR “South Sudan” OR 
Somalia OR Sierra Leone OR Rwanda OR Tanzania OR Niger OR Mozambique OR Mali 
OR Malawi OR Madagascar OR Liberia OR Kenya OR “Guinea Bissau” OR Burundi OR 
“Central Africa Republic” OR chad OR Comoros OR Congo OR “Democratic Republic” 
OR Eritrea OR Ethiopia OR Gambia OR 

Guinea 

 Combining S5 S1 AND S2 AND S3 AND S4 

 
2.2 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 
The study included participants living with HIV/AIDS residing in SSA countries. Eligibility criteria included peer 
reviewed RCTs, and quasi-experimental studies that reported ART adherence as shown in Table 1. Furthermore, 
participants were adolescents and adults, both men and women. There was no limit on the study participants in 
terms of ethnicity, religion, occupation, income, and morbidities. Adherence was defined as a patient’s ability to 
follow a treatment plan, take medications at prescribed times and frequencies, follow restrictions regarding diet 
and executing lifestyle corresponds with agreed recommendations from health care providers (Kassaye et al., 
2016). Adherence measures considered were self-report, suppression of viral load, CD4 cell counts, and pharmacy 
refill (Phillips et al., 2017). Studies that involved the delivery of brief automated messages through mobile phones, 
mobile phone applications, and text messaging were considered as the core component of the intervention. In 
addition, interventions that focussed only on medication reminders were included (Montag et al., 2015). However, 
the studies that focused on voice speaking or “beep” as the intervention were excluded. (Chow et al., 2016) pointed 
out that the intervention that use behaviour change strategies including education and reinforcement of content to 
achieve behaviour change are critical to ensure optimal adherence to ART. Treatment as usual/current standard of 
care was the comparator/control. The setting for this review was SSA due to the large number of HIV patients on 
ART, currently at 66% of adults and 59% of children are on ART (UNAIDS, 2018). 
2.3 Screening and Study Selection 
With the assistant from LMJU library, we independently key searched key terms and fitting synonyms in the 
selected bibliographic databases and downloaded into EndNote. Titles and abstracts were then screened against 
inclusion criteria to identify relevant abstracts and articles. This was followed by full- text screening of all papers 
meeting eligibility criteria and those not meeting eligibility were excluded. All trials meeting the inclusion criteria 
based on full texts screening were retained for a detailed review and analysis. Only experimental studies were 
included, with much emphasis on RCT. RCT were preferred to other type studies because they deal with numerical 
evaluation of outcomes which are appropriate for calculating effects, whereas qualitative studies are more 
concerned with experiences (Martin & Upvall, 2016).  
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2.4 Quality Assessment 
The PRISMA checklist assisted in guiding the review process (Devi et al., 2015). The checklist was used to 
evaluate the overall reporting quality of the review. In addition to the PRISMA checklist, Effective Public Health 
Practice Project (EPHPP) tool was used to ensure that included RCT studies follow vigorous methodological 
standards. The EPHPP tool assessed both internal and external validity of included studies and has demonstrated to 
yield consistent results (Kyei-Nimakoh et al., 2017). The methodological assessment and quality appraisal is of 
great important when conducting reviews (Melese & Demelash, 2017). The EPHPP tool was helpful in evaluating 
the risk of bias for each study across six component rating: Selection bias, study design, confounders, blinding, 
data collection methods, and withdrawal and dropout. The tool ranks methodological quality for each component 
then globally. Based on the quality of each component, one trial obtained an overall quality of “Strong,” 3 trials 
scored “moderate,” and 2 trials obtained overall score of “weak”. A study that was rated as “strong” had no weak 
rating across the six components and had low risk of bias. The three studies rated “moderate” had one weak rating 
across the six components and was regarded as having moderate risk of bias. Other two studies were rated “weak” 
because they had two or more weak ratings representing high risk of bias. The quality assessment process was done 
by one researcher (SS) and then verified by another researcher (Supervisor). Differences were resolved through 
discussion between the two researchers until consensus was reached. 
2.5 Data Extraction, Synthesis and Analysis 
The information extracted included study design, participant information, interventions, comparisons, outcome, 
and the effect of the intervention. Furthermore, specific details on participant characteristics were captured 
including age, sex, sample size, time frame, blinding, study settings, and inclusion and exclusion criteria. The 
primary outcomes to answer our review question were 95% adherence to ART, suppression of viral load, CD4+cell 
counts, and pharmacy pick up. 
A summary of findings was categorized according to intervention type, outcomes measured, and the efficacy of 
that intervention type. Results were sorted out into these groups to facilitate comparison and interpretation of 
findings. The summary of estimates of the effects of text-messaging intervention and corresponding 95% CI, 
relative risks (RR), odds ratios (OR) and P- value were obtained. A narrative synthesis of the evidence was carried 
out. We assessed the similarities and differences between studies based on the study design, population, outcome 
measures, settings, and statistical summary estimate. Due to the inconsistency in the summary estimates across 
studies and the likely observed heterogeneity, the studies were not similar and comparable, therefore, 
meta-analysis was not appropriate, and results were presented in a form of narrative synthesis. 
3. Results 
3.1 Results of the Search 
The search retrieved 186 prospective studies, of which 28 were duplicates and were excluded. After the initial 
screening, 111 articles were excluded based on title. The remaining 37 articles were reviewed based on the content 
of the abstracts and 23 articles were excluded. 14 full text articles were screened for eligibility by applying the 
inclusion criteria relevant to study design, intervention, participants, and outcome characteristics. Most 
importantly, two authors independently examined articles based on titles, abstracts, and full text to identify articles 
that met the inclusion criteria and reported the outcome interest. The authors compared the outcomes of the 
screening process and found common agreement. Figure 2 illustrates the flow chat of references meeting the 
inclusion criteria and only 6 studies were included for review (Lester et al., 2010; Linnemayr et al., 2017; Maduka 
& Tobin-West, 2013; Nsagha et al., 2016; Pop-Eleches et al., 2011; Reid et al., 2017).  
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Figure 2. Study Flow Diagram 
 

3.2 Characteristics of Included Studies 
All selected studies were Randomized Controlled Trials (RCT) with a study population ranging from 90 to 538 
participants on ART as shown in Table 2. The studies were conducted in SSA from 2005 to 2018 and in 5 different 
countries, two studies were from Kenya (Lester et al., 2010; Pop-Eleches et al., 2011), one study from Nigeria 
(Maduka & Tobin-West, 2013), Botswana (Reid et al., 2017), Cameroon (Nsagha et al., 2016), and Uganda 
(Linnemayr et al., 2017) respectively. The total number of study population included was 1600, with 933 assigned 
to text messaging intervention and 667 to control groups. The age range was 18 to70 for all the participants 
included in the studies, with majority of them aged 18 to 30. The female participants represented 80% of the study 
population, this is because two studies solely recruited female population (Linnemayr et al., 2017; Pop-Eleches et 
al., 2011) and only four studies focussed on both males and females (Lester et al., 2010; Maduka & Tobin-West, 
2013; Nsagha et al., 2016; Reid et al., 2017). Furthermore, the timeframe of the included studies ranged from 2 
months to 12 months. Additionally, all study personnel were blinded to allocation and grouping during the study 
period, with exception of one study (Nsagha et al., 2016). The control was standard of care for five studies 
including (Lester et al., 2010; Linnemayr et al., 2017; Maduka & Tobin-West, 2013; Nsagha et al., 2016; 
Pop-Eleches et al., 2011; Reid et al., 2017) except (Pop-Eleches et al., 2011) in which the control was the provision 
of a cell phone, but this cell phone received no text messages. 
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Table 2. Characteristics of studies included in the review 

Study ID Study 
area Study design Blinding Study 

period 
Sample 
size Age Sex Inclusion criteria Intervention Comparator Outcomes Quality of 

evidence 

Lester, 
Ritvo et al. 
2010 

Kenya 
Multisite 
randomised 
clinical trial 

Investigators 
masked to 
treatment 
allocation 

48weeks 538 >18 351F, 
187 M 

Starting ART and able 
to access a mobile 
phone 

Weekly SMS 
messages 

Standard of 
care 

self-reported 
adherence, CD4 
count and viral 
load 

Moderate 

Linnema 
yr,  Huang 
et al. 

2017 

 

Uganda 
Randomized 
controlled trial 

Investigators 
were masked 48 weeks 332 15- 

22 332F 
Patients on ART and 
have access to mobile 
phones. 

Weekly 1-way 
SMS or 2-way 
SMS 

Standard of 
care 

Adherence by 
MEMS, Self- 
reported adherence 

Moderate 

Nsagha et 
al., 2016 

Camero 
on 

Randomized 
controlled trial 
design 

None 8 weeks 90 23 
-62 

55F, 
35M 

owned a cell phone, 
able to read SMS, on 
ARVs for at least one 
month 

Weekly SMS to 
patients 

Standard of 
care 

Adherence to 
ARVs, 

medication refill 

appointments 

Weak 

Maduka 
and Tobin- 
West 

2013 

 

Nigeria 

Randomized 
controlled trial 
design 

research 
assistants were 
blinded 

 

8 weeks 

 

104 

 

20-70 

 

45M, 
59F 

HIV positive clients 
who had been HAART, 
nonadherence below 
95% 

Weekly SMS 
reminders 

Standard of 
care 

Self‑reported 
adherence and 
CD4 counts. 

Weak 

Reid et al., 
2017 

Botswan 
a 

Randomized 
control trial 

Masked to 
treatment 
allocation 

24 weeks 108 18 
-70 

60M, 
48F 

HIV-infected adults 
≥21 years old on ART 
and receiving HIV care 
at the 

study clinic 

Monthly SMS 
reminders 

Standard of 
care 

Pharmacy pickups, 
viral load, CD4 

counts 
Moderate 

Pop 
Eleches et 
al., 

2011 

Kenya Randomized 
control trial 

Participants were 
blinded 48 weeks 428 >18 428F 

Initiated ART less than 
3 months prior to 
enrolment. 

short or long 
SMS 

daily/weekly 

Standard of 
care Adherence to ART Strong 

SMS; Short Messaging Service, CD4 cell counts; M; Males, F; Females, HIV; Human Immunodeficiency Virus, ART; Antiretroviral Therapy. 
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3.3 Quantitative Data Synthesis of ART Adherence Measures. 
3.3.1 Self-Reported Adherence 
The ART adherence outcomes included self-reported adherence, suppression of viral load, CD4 counts, and 
pharmacy pickups. Only four trials reported self-reported adherence outcome (Lester et al., 2010; Linnemayr et al., 
2017; Maduka & Tobin-West, 2013; Nsagha et al., 2016; Pop-Eleches et al., 2011; Reid et al., 2017) as shown in 
Table 3. Two of these studies (Lester et al., 2010; Pop-Eleches et al., 2011) were conducted in Kenya and ART 
adherence was the primary outcome, measured as >95% of prescribed doses in the past thirty days, evaluated at six 
months and twelve months. The results of RCT indicated that patients who received text message were at lower 
risk of reporting no adherence to ART at twelve months. However, the study conducted by Pop-Eleches and 
colleagues (Pop-Eleches et al., 2011), the results by intention to treat indicated that patients receiving text message 
were not statistically different from the control group at 12 months. 
One study conducted in Nigeria (Maduka & Tobin-West, 2013) indicated that 76.9% of patients in the text 
message group achieved adherence compared to 55.8% in the control ( 𝑋 =5.21, p=0.022, RR=0.75(0.55-0.96), 
Cohen’s w=0.224. Self-reported adherence to ART was significant and effective. One disadvantage of 
self-reported adherence to ART is overestimating the adherence behavior of patients. However, it is considered 
reliable and retains a good specificity (Jacob et al., 2017). The self-reported questionnaire is commonly used 
method for measuring adherence in HIV patients. It is easy, flexible, rapid, and inexpensive despite the limitation 
of overestimating and recall biases that is inherent with it. Most importantly, the type and complexity of the 
questionnaire could significantly influence the results of the study. Furthermore, self-reported measures were not 
feasible with individuals with cognitive impairment. 
3.3.2 Suppression of Viral Load 
The suppression of viral load was reported in two trials (Lester et al., 2010; Reid et al., 2017). Lester and 
colleagues recruited 538 participants initiating ART aged 18 years and above. The results indicated that patients 
receiving text messages had their plasma HIV viral load suppressed (<400 copies per µL) at 12 months). Most 
importantly, the decreased viral load reduces the risks of HIV transmission (Haberer et al., 2017). A similar study 
conducted by Reid and colleagues (Reid et al., 2017) in Botswana who recruited 108 adult HIV patients. 54 
participants in the intervention received SMS reminders and 54 in the control group did not. However, there were 
no significant results in the suppression of viral load for the period of the study. 
3.3.3 CD4 Cell Counts 
The study conducted in Nigeria (Maduka & Tobin-West, 2013) recruited a total of 104 participants, of which 4 
3.3% were males and 56.7% females. Participants were randomized assigned into either intervention or control 
groups on 1:1 ratio. The intervention group received weekly short messages reminders for 4 months. The median 
CD4+ cell counts of the intervention group increased from 193cells/ml to 575cells/ml against 131cells/ml to 361 
cells/ml in the control group. A study conducted by Reid and colleagues (Reid et al., 2017) in Botswana there did 
not show significant results in the CD4+ cell counts for the period of the study. 
3.3.3 Pharmacy Pick Ups 
Two included studies reported pharmacy pick up as primary outcome (Nsagha et al., 2016; Reid et al., 2017). For 
the study conducted by Reid and colleagues in Botswana, the results showed that 85% of those who received SMS 
reminders were 100% on time picking up monthly ART refills compared to 70% in the control. Another trial was 
conducted in Cameroon (Nsagha et al., 2016) and recruited 90 participants seeking treatment from HIV infection. 
Participants were randomly allocated into a treatment and control group each containing 45 participants. Female 
patients accounted for 61.1% and 38.9% were males. The age ranged from 12 to 62 years. The primary outcome 
was pharmacy refills and was calculated by evaluating the number times treatment and medication refill 
appointments were missed. The adherence to ART was 64.4% in the intervention group and 44.2% in the control 
group. The analysis of the pharmacy records data offers reliable methods for measuring adherence to ART. 
However, the method does not provide accurate data on a person’s real commitment, therefore, text message 
reminders are effective interventions to make sure patients adhere to treatment (Haberer et al., 2017). Another 
study that was conducted in Uganda (Linnemayr et al., 2017) found contradictory results to the previous studies 
(Lester et al., 2010; Linnemayr et al., 2017; Maduka & Tobin-West, 2013; Nsagha et al., 2016; Pop-Eleches et al., 
2011; Reid et al., 2017). Despite the previous evidence that using text message reminders can promote ART 
adherence, this study shows that both intention-to-treat analysis and complete-case analysis produced statistically 
insignificant results. The study enrolled 332 participants aged 15 to 22 years. 220 were randomly assigned to the 
intervention group and 112 to the control. The mean adherence group in the control was 67% and 64% in 1-way 
SMS group, and 61% in the 2-way SMS group. This study showed that SMS reminders are not always effective in 
achieving desired adherence to ART in young adults and adolescent.
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Table 3. Reported results of the included studies 

Study Intervention Outcome Measured 
Intervention 

(Control) 
Effect of the 
intervention P-value Interpretation 

Pop Eleches et al., 2011 Short daily 
SMS 90% self-reported ART adherence 48 Weeks 70(139) RR 0.99, 95% 

CI 0.82-1.20 P>0.05 
There was no difference in adherence in 
patients who received shortly weekly 
messages compared to the control group. 

Pop Eleches et al., 2011 Long daily 
SMS 90% self-reported ART adherence 48 Weeks 72(139) RR 0.98, 95% 

CI 0.77-1.24 P>0.05 
Long daily messages had no effects on 
adherence levels in the intervention 
compared to the control group 

Pop Eleches et al., 2011 Short weekly 
SMS 90% self-reported ART adherence 48 Weeks 73(139) RR 0.78, 95% 

CI 0.59-1.03 P>0.05 
Patients who received weekly messages  
were not at lower risk of adherence 
compared to the control group 

Pop Eleches et al., 2011 Long weekly 
SMS 90% self-reported ART adherence 48 Weeks 74(139) RR 0.79, 95% 

CI 0.60-1.04 P>0.05 
Patients receiving weekly messages were 
not lower risks of adherence compared to 
the control group 

Pop Eleches et al., 2011 SMS of any 
type 90% self-reported ART adherence 48 Weeks 289(139) RR 0.79,95% 

CI 0.64-0.99 P≤0.05 

Patients receiving weekly text messages 
of any length were at lower risk of 
non-adherence compared to those 
receiving daily messages of any length 

Lester, Ritvo et al. 2010 Weekly SMS Suppression of viral load 52 Weeks 273(265) RR 0.83, 95% 
CI 0.69-0.99 P≤0.05 

Patients who received text messages 
were at a lower risk of experiencing 
virologic failure 

Lester, Ritvo et al. 2010 Weekly SMS 95% self-reported ART adherence 52 Weeks 273(265) RR 0.77, 95% 
CI 0.63-0.93 P≤0.05 

Patients receiving text message were at 
lower risk of reporting no-adherence to 
ART at 12 months 

Linnemayr, Huang et al. 2017 Weekly 1-way 
SMS Mean adherence 48 Weeks 110(112) Mean 0.64 

95%CI 0.58-0.7 P>0.05 The mean adherence was 64% in 1-way 
SMS group and 67% in the control group 

Linnemayr, Huang et al. 2017 Weekly 2-way 
SMS Mean adherence 48 Weeks 110(112) Mean 0.61 95% 

CI 0.56-0.67) P>0.05 
The mean adherence was 61% in the 
2-way SMS group and 67% in the 
control. 

Nsagha et al., 2016 Weekly SMS Pharmacy refill 8 Weeks 45(45) 
64.4% vs 
44.2%; 
P=0.05% 

P≤0.05 
The adherence to ART was 64.4% in the 
intervention group and 44.2% in the 
control group 
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Table 3. Continued 

Study Intervention Outcome Measured 
Intervention 

(Control) 
Effect of the 
intervention P-value Interpretation 

Maduka and Tobin-West 2013 Weekly SMS CD4 counts 8 Weeks 52(52) 575cells/ml vs 
361.5cells/ml P≤0.05  

Maduka and Tobin-West 2013 Weekly SMS 95% self-reported adherence 8 Weeks 52(52) RR 0.75 95% CI 
0.55-0.96 P≤0.05  

The results indicated that 76.9% of patients in 
the text message group achieved adherence 
compared to 55.8% in the control 

Reid et al., 2017 Monthly 
SMS Pharmacy pick up 24 Weeks 54(54) OR 2.42, 95% CI 

0.94-6.27 P≤0.05 
Patients who received SMS reminders were 
100% on time picking up monthly ART refills 
compared to 70% in the control 

Reid et al., 2017 Monthly 
SMS CD4 count 24 Weeks 54(54) Not statistically 

significant P>0.05 
There was no significant results in the CD4 
cell counts for the patients who received the 
weekly SMS and the control group. 

Reid et al., 2017 Monthly 
SMS Suppression of viral load 24 Weeks 54(54) Not statistically 

significant P>0.05 
There was no significant results in the viral 
load for the patients who received the weekly 
SMS and the control group 

SMS; Short Messaging Service, CD4 cell counts; M; Males, F; Females, HIV; Human Immunodeficiency Virus; P-Value, OR; Odds Ratio, RR; Relative Risks, CI; 
Confidence Interval, ART; Antiretroviral Therapy. 
 
4. Discussion 
The results from (Lester et al., 2010; Linnemayr et al., 2017; Maduka & Tobin-West, 2013; Nsagha et al., 2016; Pop-Eleches et al., 2011; Reid et al., 2017) studies provide 
evidence that text messages reminders have the potential to improve adherence to ART. Mobile phone intervention is convenient and cheap in delivering SMS to thousands 
of potential users over a wide area (Rougemont et al., 2009). This strategy could be helpful in achieving the UNAID 90-90-90 strategy and comprehensive ART adherence 
support. Adherence to ART with the support of text message intervention can be key in achieving the second and third 90s of the UNAID 90-90-90 campaign to end AIDS 
epidemic. The second and third 90 postulate that 90% of HIV patients should be on treatment and 90% of those on treatment should be viral suppressed. The results showed 
a clear positive relationship of texting messaging on improving adherence to ART. The effects were consistent across some trials in SSA (Lester et al., 2010; Mbuagbaw et 
al., 2011; Pop-Eleches et al., 2011). The maximum adherence to ART in people with HIV improves health outcomes and prevents drug resistance (Rougemont et al., 2009). 
Weekly SMS reminders were more effective in achieving 95% adherence to ART and in reducing the frequency of treatment interruptions (Lester et al., 2010). However, the 
study done by Pop-Eleches and colleagues found interesting results which suggested that weekly SMS improved adherence whereas daily SMS did not. The simple 
explanation for this could be that there were diminishing responses from participants due to frequently repeated reminders. Schaecher and colleagues argued that poor 
adherence to ART is associated with less effective viral suppression which is a risk for poorer health outcomes and treatment resistance. This has also a downstream effect 
on the treatment costs which is mainly donor aid in LMICs.
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A study conducted in Uganda (Linnemayr et al., 2017) found contradictory results to the previous studies (Lester et 
al., 2010; Linnemayr et al., 2017; Maduka & Tobin-West, 2013; Nsagha et al., 2016; Pop-Eleches et al., 2011; Reid 
et al., 2017). Despite the previous evidence that suggested that using text message reminders can promote ART 
adherence. This study, however, showed that both intention-to-treat analysis and complete-case analysis produced 
statistically insignificant results. The mean adherence in the control was 67% and 64% in 1-way SMS group, and 
61% in the 2-way SMS group. 
A review done by Wald and colleagues (Wald et al., 2015) compared 1-way and 2-way texting messaging for 
medication adherence. In the 2-way text messaging, participants were given the opportunity to respond and in the 
1-way, they were not. They concluded that 2-way text messaging improves adherence whereas 1-way text 
messaging has little effect. Similarly, another study done by Mbuagbaw produced similar results. This study did 
not find a significant effect of SMS texts on improving adherence to ART over the 6 months period. However, one 
issue caught our attention, the intervention was wrongly classified as a 1-way text messaging but participants were 
offered the chance to respond to the text messages by either calling or texting back (Mbuagbaw et al., 2013) 
The efficacy of the 2-way text messaging lies in probably offering more communications and care to patients than 
in the reminder strategy to medication. We believe that results should be generalizable to other settings with similar 
characteristics, as the clinic set-up in Uganda is typical of many African countries. This (Linnemayr et al., 2017) 
trial stands out contrary to other included studies (Lester et al., 2010; Linnemayr et al., 2017; Maduka & 
Tobin-West, 2013; Nsagha et al., 2016; Pop-Eleches et al., 2011; Reid et al., 2017) because it targeted adolescents 
and young adult population. In this group, discontinuation to ART adherence is frequent. Lack of adherence to 
ART is worrying and is based on a number of factors including social stigma, inadequate communication and 
education, and depression related to HIV/AIDS. 
Nsagha and associates pointed out that there are numerous factors associated with missing treatment which 
directly impact on adherence and include forgetfulness, unavailability of drugs, getting up late in the morning, 
travelling without taking drugs along, and coming home late (Nsagha et al., 2016). They further argued that 
married participants missed treatment more often than unmarried counterparts accounting for over 54%. This 
could be because married people are more involved with family responsibilities that interfere with their adherence. 
Participants with a lower level of education missed their treatment compared to those with higher education. These 
finding are supported by Kalichman and colleagues who pointed out that people with higher levels of health 
literacy adhere better to their medication. Also, those who missed drug refill appointments implied treatment 
interruption which contributed to poor ART adherence (Kalichman et al., 2008). The results obtained by 
Rougemont and colleagues who conducted a study in Cameroon showed that 30% of participants failed to return 
for drug refill. The causes of poor adherence included treatment side effects, limited access to ART, co-payment 
costs, and patient-physician relationship (Rougemont et al., 2009). 
4.1 Strengths and Limitations 
A self-reported adherence is easy, flexible, rapid, and inexpensive despite the limitation of overestimating and the 
recall biases that is inherent with it. The clients who reported poor adherence are more likely to have been telling 
the truth than those who claim good adherence. However, self-reported adherence was not feasible with 
individuals with cognitive impairments. 
The quality of the studies was poor, and the low quality of the literature reviewed depended on selection bias, study 
design, confounders, blinding, data collection methods, and withdrawal and dropout. Due to the inconsistency in 
the summary estimates across studies and the likely observed heterogeneity the studies were not similar and 
comparable, therefore, meta-analysis was not appropriate, and results were presented in a form of narrative 
synthesis. Despite these limitations, text messaging is seen as potential strategy to improve medication adherence 
among people living with HIV. 
Some included studies had small sample sizes and may have prevented findings from being valid and reduces both 
generalizability and statistical power. A smaller sample than ideal can produce misleading results and conclusions 
on the effects of the SMS reminders. However, the simple SMS reminder was important in sustaining optimal ART 
adherences. In addition, the review focused on peer-reviewed trials; some important information might have been 
missed from unpublished and grey publication. 
We recommend more rigorous evaluation of 1-way and 2-way text messaging interventions to strengthen the 
evidence base. In addition, retention of patients on ART in the aftermath of initiation was omitted in this review; 
therefore, research attempting to understand retention on ART and adherence issues will be vital in future. 
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4.2 Conclusion 
The review of literature on measures of adherence to ART identified six published studies meeting the eligibility 
criteria. These studies showed that adherence to ART is one of the most important predictors of treatment 
effectiveness, viral suppression of HIV replication, ART drug resistance, and disease progression. However, there 
are numerous factors associated with missing treatment, which directly impacted on adherence and included 
forgetfulness, unavailability of drugs, getting up late in the morning, travelling without taking drugs along, and 
coming home late. 
Mobile phone intervention is a convenient and cheap method in delivering SMS to thousands of people over a wide 
area. The simple SMS reminder was important in sustaining optimal ART adherences and it’s seen as potential 
strategy to improve medication adherence among people living with HIV. 
The review provided evidence weekly SMS reminders were more effective in achieving 95% adherence to ART 
and in reducing the frequency of treatment interruptions. Therefore, mobile phone text messaging improves health 
outcomes and should be included in health systems strategies to help improve sustainable development goals. The 
results from four trials (Lester et al., 2010; Linnemayr et al., 2017; Maduka & Tobin-West, 2013; Nsagha et al., 
2016; Pop-Eleches et al., 2011; Reid et al., 2017) suggest that preventing treatment failure can be achieved by SMS 
interventions in a resource limited setting. 
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